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Natural resource institutions in transformation: the tragedy and
glory of the private
Abstract
The present article focuses on continuity and change in natural resource institutions in post-Soviet
Kyrgyzstan. Two main trends have characterised the management of water, agricultural land and
pastures since the country became independent in 1991. First, while natural resources were collective
and state-owned during the Soviet period, they are now being gradually pri- vatised and passed into
individual or group ownership. Second, by contrast with central administration under the Soviet regime,
after independence natural resource management has been and is increasingly being decentral- ised to
the community level. We suggest that these processes have created a new concept of the ‘private',
defined as clearly assigned property rights as opposed to ‘commons', and individual or group ownership
as opposed to ‘public' ownership. We attempt here to analyse how privatisation and decen- tralisation
have created new property relations and new forms of natural resource governance. We conclude that
these processes have yielded both favourable and unfavourable outcomes.
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 privatisation and 
decentralisation 
on property rela-
tions related to 
natural resources 
in  Kyrgyzstan.
Changes in property relations Processes
Emergence of the ‘peasant farmer’ –  The concept of the ‘peasant farmer’ emerg-
es as both the means and end of privatisa-
tion and decentralisation
–  Actual practice lacks social identity and 
valuation
Monetarisation and new values of natural 
resources
–  Renders people ‘responsible’ and ‘self-gov-
erning’ in a neo-liberal framework
–  Attributes higher value to some natural 
resources and makes others lose value
Natural resources become an asset and 
obligation
–  Empowerment and freedom of choice 
through ownership
–  Private ownership leads to new risks, liabil-
ities and burden
Reconfiguration of wealth and social status –  Privatisation processes lead to unequal 
benefits
–  Private ownership results in new social 
stratification
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 natural resources 
in Kyrgyzstan.
Frameworks Informed by…
1. Formal law and policies –  Soviet law
–  Russian legal thought
–  Western legal concepts
–  Introduction of ‘traditional’ law
2.  Pre-independence structures and 
 imaginaries
–  Soviet administrative divisions
–  Existing infrastructure
–  Past experiences and value systems
3. Local moralities and norms –  Boundaries of collectivities
–  Rules of reciprocity and trust
–  Customary law (adat)
4. On-site power relations –  Social and political configurations
–  Wealth, status and connections
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